We give an exact algorithm for the 0-1 Integer Linear Programming problem with a linear number of constraints that improves over exhaustive search by an exponential factor. Specifically, our algorithm runs in time 2 (1−poly(1/c))n where n is the number of variables and cn is the number of constraints. The key idea for the algorithm is a reduction to the Vector Domination problem and a new algorithm for that subproblem.
Introduction
A large number of real world problems from social sciences, economics, logistics and other areas are very naturally expressed as integer programs. Various variants of Integer Programming have been studied, such as bounds on the solution vector, pure or mixed integer programs, and linear, nonlinear or even nonconvex constraints, as well as a number of other restrictions on the constraints. Most forms of Integer Programming are NP-hard, with some variants in P (such as linear, totally unimodular constraints) and the variant with nonconvex constraints and unbounded solution vector is even undecidable. For a survey on the large body of work for solving various variants of Integer Programming exactly or approximately, we refer to the survey by Genova and Guliashki [3] .
In this paper we concentrate on the special case of 0-1 Integer Linear Programming (ILP). Given n Boolean variables and m linear constraints, the problem is to find an assignment of either 0 or 1 to the variables such that all constraints are satisfied. For this special case, we omit the objective function to be optimized and only consider the problem of deciding if a set of constraints is feasible. Since any objective value can be at most exponentially large in the input size, binary search can reduce the optimization problem to the feasibility problem with only polynomial overhead.
The problem can trivially be solved in time O(2 n poly(n, m)) using exhaustive search. On the other hand, an algorithm to solve the problem in time O 2 (1−s)n for s > 0 when m is superlinear in n would contradict the Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis (SETH) [4] , which says that for every s > 0 there is a k such that k-sat cannot be solved in time O 2 (1−s)n . cnfsat on m clauses is a special case of 0-1 ILP on m constraints and the Sparsification Lemma [5] allows us to reduce k-sat to cnfsat on c(k)n many clauses. Short of proving or disproving SETH, we can then ask the following question: Given a 0-1 integer linear program on n variables and a linear number of constraints, is it possible to decide feasibility faster than exhaustive search? We answer this question affirmatively. In particular, we prove the following. For the special case of cnf satisfiability, Schuler [7] gives an algorithm that improves over exhaustive search by an exponential factor if the number of clauses is linear. With savings (the s(c) in above theorem) that are inverse polylogarithmic in c, as opposed to polynomial, Schuler's algorithm runs considerably faster.
Recently, Williams [8] gave an algorithm for 0-1 ILP that improves over exhaustive search even for a polynomial number of constraints. The algorithm runs in time 2 (1−s)n . For s = 1 polylog(m) . Since s is subconstant, even for linear m, Williams' result is not directly comparable to our result. Also note that a subconstant s does not contradict SETH.
Our result is a follow-up to earlier work of a subset of the authors [6] , where we considered the more general class of depth two threshold circuits. Depth two threshold circuits generalize the problem from a conjunction of linear constraints to a threshold function of linear constraints. However, the algorithm for depth two threshold circuits we gave only improves over exhaustive search by an exponential factor if the number of nonzero coefficients (across all constraints) is linear in the number of inputs. Furthermore, the savings of our algorithm for depth two threshold circuit was exponential in 1 c . The key idea of our algorithm is to reduce the problem to the Vector Domination problem, the problem of finding a pair of vectors such that one vector dominates the other in every coordinate. As such, the main idea stays the same as in our previous work. The main technical contribution of the current paper is an algorithm for the Vector Domination problem that improves over the trivial algorithm for vectors of dimension O(log N ) (where N is the number of vectors), whereas earlier algorithms, such as the one used for our previous result, only worked for dimensions up to δ log N , where δ is a sufficiently small number. Whereas algorithms for small dimensions have been discussed before, in particular Bentley [1] and Chan [2] , we believe that we give the first algorithm improving over exhaustive search for all dimensions possible without refuting SETH.
ILP and the Vector Domination problem
In this section we give a reduction from 0-1 Integer Linear Programming to the Vector Domination problem.
In all definitions below, u ≥ v for two vectors u and v of the same dimensions is used to denote an element-wise comparison.
Definition 2.1. Given a matrix M ∈ R n×m and a vector r ∈ R m , the 0-1 Integer Linear Programming problem on n variables and m constraints is to find a vector x ∈ {0, 1} n such that M x ≥ r. We can reduce 0-1 ILP to the Vector Domination problem, which shows that if the Vector Domination problem allows for an algorithm faster than exhaustive search, then so does 0-1 ILP. The reduction was introduced by Williams [9] for the special case of Boolean vectors (he called the problem the Cooperative Subset Query problem). Proof. Let M and r be the matrix and vector respectively of the 0-1 integer linear program. Separate the variable set into two sets S 1 and S 2 of equal size. For every assignment to the variables in S 1 and S 2 , we assign a cn-dimensional vector where every dimension corresponds to a constraint. Let α be an assignment to S 1 and let a ∈ R cn be the vector with a j = i∈S 1 M i,j α(x i ) and let A be the set of 2 n/2 such vectors. For an assignment β to S 2 , let b be the vector with b j = r j − xi∈S 2 M i,j β(x i ) and let B be the set of all such vectors b.
An assignment to all variables corresponds to an assignment to S 1 and an assignment to S 2 , and hence to a pair a ∈ A and b ∈ B. The pair satisfies all inequalities if and only if a dominates b. We have |A| = |B| = N = 2 n/2 and d = cn = 2c log(N ). Hence the Vector Domination problem, and therefore the 0-1 Integer Linear Program, can be solved in time O N 2−s(c) = O 2 (1−s(c)/2)n .
Note that the reduction can be trivially adapted to any ILP variant where the variables can take values from a constant size set.
An Algorithm for the Vector Domination Problem
The algorithm is a divide and conquer algorithm, splitting the two sets A and B into sets A + ,A − , B + and B − depending on if the first coordinate is larger or smaller than some value a. For our purposes, we choose a as a weighted median that is computed across both sets A and B.
The weighted median of a collection of real numbers with associated real weights is a number such the both the total weight of all numbers smaller than the median and the total weight of all numbers larger than the median are at most half of the total weight. Note that the weighted median can be computed in linear time using minor modifications to the standard algorithms to compute the unweighted median. Now a vector u ∈ A can only dominate a vector v ∈ B in one of three cases:
Also, in the third case any vector in A + dominates any vector in B − on the first coordinate, hence our recursive algorithm can recurse on d − 1 dimensions.
Since we split at a weighted median where both A and B have the same total weight, we have
We distinguish two cases, a balanced case where ε ′ ≥ ε and an unbalanced case where ε ′ < ε. In both the balanced and the unbalanced cases, we recurse on all three subproblems. In the balanced case, we additionally decrement t. Once t = 0 we solve the Vector Domination problem on the remaining vectors by exhaustive search.
To bound the runtime of above algorithm, we consider the recursion tree. We first bound the time spent on exhaustive search in leaves where t = 0. Each of the N 2 possible pairs of dominating vectors appears in at most one of the subcases. Furthermore, in the balanced case there are at least ε 2 N 2 pairs where one vector is in A − and the other is in B + that are not considered in any subcase. Since there are t balanced cases on the path from the root to any leaf with t = 0, the total time spent on exhaustive search is bounded by For c = 4, we get constant savings of 2 −66 .
To bound the size of the recursion tree we bound the number of possible paths from the root to any leaf. On any path, there are at most d steps that decrease the dimension. Furthermore, there are at most t balanced cases on any path. For the unbalanced case, in both subproblems 1 and 2, where the dimension does not decrease, the number of pairs of vertices decreases by a factor of at most ε, hence this can happen at most 
Conclusions
We give a first algorithm for 0-1 integer programs on n variables and cn constraints that improves over exhaustive search by a factor 2 poly(1/c)n . The result does generalize to ILP where the variables are constrained by any finite set of values, not just Boolean variables.
Under the Strong Exponential Time Hypothesis, this is qualitatively optimal in the sense that we can only expect exponential improvement over exhaustive search if the number of constraints is linear. However, for the special case of formulas in conjunctive normal form the best algorithms achieve savings that are polylogarithmic in 1 c [7] . It is open if we can get the same for 0-1 ILP. This result is not comparable to our earlier work [6] . While 0-1 ILP is a special case of depth two threshold circuits, our result requires a linear number of constraints instead of a linear number of wires. It is still open if we can find an algorithm for general depth two threshold circuits that works for a linear number of gates (i.e. constraints).
Lastly, there are countless problems that reduce to Integer Programming in a natural way. Some of these applications might benefit from this result. Alternatively, there might be problems that reduce directly to the Vector Domination problem and benefit from the corresponding subroutine.
